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Executive Summary

Context

Founded in 1979, the West Houston Association aims to create a better living and working
environment for the residents of Greater West Houston. The organization accomplishes this
through promoting high-quality development, sustainable infrastructure, and long-term planning.

As Houston continues to expand, existing commercial districts are often neglected in favor of
new development projects. Consequently, older areas that lack high quality amenities receive
fewer improvements and maintenance over time, but these underperforming zones remain
potentially valuable locations. Thus, given the status of mall redevelopment and neglect in West
Houston, the WHA would like to identify key drivers that contribute to a shopping mall’s
success. Furthermore, the WHA would like specific recommendations for how they can
redevelop existing malls to create value for their local communities and the broader West
Houston region.

Approach

To address this problem, we executed a three-pronged approach that consisted of background
research on West Houston and its demographic composition, an analysis of the underperforming
and successful malls in West Houston, and a synthesis of our findings. When conducting market
research, we used a variety of sources including shopping mall websites, Google ratings, Yelp
reviews, and news articles. Additionally, we also spoke with experts, including Antoine Bryant,
the Director of City Planning in Detroit, to understand how to facilitate a community-oriented
redevelopment effort.

Results and Conclusion

Based on our research, we identified the following five factors as the most important contributors
to a mall’s success: visibility, variety of stores and entertainment, atmosphere, differentiation,
and community engagement. Considering these factors, we identified three underperforming
mall targets: West Oaks Mall, Northwest Mall, and PlazAmericas. Due to its high visibility score
and lower scores for the remaining four categories, our final recommendation is to redevelop
West Oaks Mall into an outdoor mall. In doing so, we believe the WHA will realize greater value
for the land by attracting more mall patrons, boosting the local economy, and generating a high
return on investment. To execute this redevelopment effort, we recommend implementing an
educational program that could take the form of a flood-themed museum. Additionally, we
advise including a variety of stores and essential services to mitigate economic risks and
pursuing an incremental development to ensure the overall success of the mall. Finally, regarding
immediate next steps, the WHA should determine the purchase price of West Oaks Mall, survey
local stakeholders to garner community buy-in, develop a concept design for the outdoor mall,
create a budget proposal, and calculate the return on investment for the redevelopment project.
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Introduction

Background

The West Houston Association (WHA) was founded in 1979 as a nonprofit organization that
aims to create a better living and working environment for the 2 million residents of Greater
West Houston. The WHA accomplishes this by promoting high-quality development, sustainable
infrastructure, and long-term planning, and its service area now includes over 100,000 acres of
the fastest growing and most environmentally sensitive part of metropolitan Houston.

As Houston continues to expand, existing commercial districts are often neglected in favor of
new development projects. Consequently, older areas that lack high quality amenities receive
fewer improvements and maintenance over time and, in some cases, are abandoned. For instance,
Westwood Mall, which has faced competition from other shopping districts, is now only around
50% leased. Nonetheless, these underperforming malls remain potentially valuable locations for
new development efforts.

Problem Statement

Given the status of mall redevelopment and neglect in West Houston, the WHA would like to
identify key drivers that contribute to a shopping mall’s success. Furthermore, the WHA would
like specific recommendations for how they can redevelop existing malls to create value for their
local communities and the broader West Houston region. Through this effort, they hope to
increase foot traffic, boost the local economy, and generate a high return on investment.

Project Steps

Phase 1: Background Research
We first sought to understand the socioeconomic and political conditions unique to West
Houston. Some factors that we considered include median household income, race, education
level, shopping patterns, and political affiliation. After collecting this information, we reviewed
the data points to determine commonalities and differences between the communities in West
Houston.

Phase 2: Market Analysis
Next, we compiled a list of successful and underperforming malls in West Houston and
conducted market research on each. Based on our findings, we identified five factors that
contribute to a mall’s success or underperformance. We also created two directories and
scorecards to organize our analysis (see Appendices A-D).

Phase 3: Synthesis of Recommendations
After reflecting on these scorecards, we determined which malls would be good targets for
redevelopment based on the qualities of successful malls in Houston. We then developed our
recommendations, risks, and next steps accordingly.
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Analysis

Phase 1: Background Research

Historical Perspective: 1960–Present

In the 1960s, the American middle class experienced unparalleled economic prosperity thanks to
rapid industrialization, educational advancements, urbanization of infrastructure, and
developments in communication technology. As a result, people had more excess income than
ever before. This increase in disposable income fueled the popularity of shopping malls, which
emerged as the primary retail destinations in the US. Malls provided a one-stop shop for people's
interests and needs, and there were no other retail concepts that could accommodate such a broad
range of people. Consequently, the shopping mall model became exceedingly popular, with the
number of malls in the US rising from 30,000 in 1970 to over 110,000 by 2016. Based on this,
we concluded that the success of shopping malls was primarily due to their ability to meet the
sudden increase in demand for non-essential goods spurred by the rise of consumerism.
However, with the boom of online shopping and the onset of Covid-19, many people have
transitioned away from traditional in-store shopping with 48% of Americans finding online
alternatives. This has engendered a shift in mall purpose: no longer can malls simply be a place
to shop, they must now offer exciting dining experiences, provide some differentiation factor,
and cater to their local communities.

Methodology

After understanding the background of the American shopping mall, we wanted to then
investigate where West Houston fits into the overall picture. This involved conducting a
thorough analysis of each county in West Houston: Harris County, Fort Bend County, and Waller
County. With the geographic scope of West Houston defined, we then proceeded to identify key
demographic factors, including median household income, race and ethnicity, education level,
shopping patterns based on generation, and political orientation. These data points allowed us to
gain an understanding of the unique characteristics of West Houston and how they impact the
local shopping mall industry.

We first looked at median household income since a mall’s success inherently relies on
individuals’ disposable income. Therefore, by identifying the extent to which West Houston
residents are able to spend, we can directly assess the types of products and services that they
would be likely to purchase.

We also considered data on race and ethnicity since West Houston is extremely diverse.
Moreover, we believed that this information would offer key insights into specific communities’
cultures and unique needs.

Next, we looked at the education level in each of the three counties. According to Scott A. Wolla
and Jessica Sullivan of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, education is positively correlated
with the wealth of a region. Thus, since wealth represents future value, by understanding the
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level of education in a specific region, we can estimate the future level of economic security and
how residents may respond to uncertain economic conditions.

Age breakdown was another key consideration, which we complemented with research on
generational shopping patterns. Specifically, we reasoned that older audiences would have
different needs than Gen Zers and Millennials and therefore would prefer different services and
products.

Finally, we collected information on each county’s political affiliation. A study conducted by
Hitwise (the marketing division of Connexity, one of the largest e-Commerce platforms in the
United States) found a significant relationship between the types of shops that individuals
frequent and their political ideology. For example, individuals who identify as liberal Democrats
tend to prefer stores like Forever 21, Urban Outfitters, and Gap whereas those who identify as
conservative Republicans prefer Grainger, Williams-Sonoma, and Pottery Barn. Thus,
understanding the political makeup of each region provided additional nuance to our analysis.

Main Takeaways

Based on our research, we uncovered the following insights (see Appendices E-G for further
information):

West Houston (overall):
● There are 1.9 million residents who constitute 663,000 households

○ These figures are expected to grow to 3.29 million residents and 1.2 million
households by 2060

● 70% of households have income greater than $50,000 (US median ~$31,000)
● Demographic breakdown:

○ 32% White, 35% Latino, 16.7% Black, 13.8% Asian
● Education level:

○ 47.5% of the population have a college degree
● Age distribution:

○ 58.1% of the population are working age adults (21-64 years old)
○ Younger people (18-34 years old) are more likely to shop online than older people

(35 years and older)
● Political orientation:

○ 41.11% Republican, 56.89% Democrat

Harris County:
● There are 4,728,030 residents who constitute 1,658,503 households
● Median household income:

○ $65,788
● Demographic breakdown:

○ 69% White, 44.4% Latino, 20.3% Black, 7.4% Asian
● Education level:

○ 32.5% of the population have a college degree
● Age distribution:
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○ 67.4% of the population are working age adults (21-64 years old)
● Political orientation:

○ 42.7% Republican, 55.96% Democrat

Fort Bend County:
● There are 858,527 residents who constitute 294,867 households
● Median household income:

○ $102,590
● Demographic breakdown:

○ 53.4% White, 25.5% Latino, 21.9% Black, 21.6% Asian
● Education level:

○ 48.1% of the population have a college degree
● Age distribution:

○ 67% of the population are working age adults (21-64 years old)
● Political orientation:

○ 44.01% Republican, 54.57% Democrat

Waller County:
● There are 59,781 residents who constitute 17,286 households
● Median household income:

○ $65,379
● Demographic breakdown:

○ 71.4% White, 32.4% Latino, 23.3% Black, 1.9% Asian
● Education level:

○ 25.2% of the population have a college degree
● Age distribution:

○ 60.1% of the population are working age adults (21-64 years old)
● Political orientation:

○ 62.73% Republican, 36.03% Democrat

Based on this data, we determined that West Houston is an extremely diversified region that has
a slight liberal leaning. Therefore, in order to cater towards local needs, malls should incorporate
a vast mix of offerings including local boutiques, popular chains, trendy restaurants, and
essential services. Furthermore, the relatively high median household income and education level
in West Houston suggests that residents have more disposable income, allowing for higher-end
retail concepts to thrive.

Phase 2: Mall Analysis

Methodology

After understanding the demographic composition of West Houston, we set out to examine the
malls themselves and determine which factors contributed to their success or underperformance.
To accomplish this, we first co-developed a list of successful and underperforming malls with
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our client to ensure that the malls under consideration were relevant to the scope of the project
(see Appendix H). To evaluate the performance of each mall, we then employed a two-pronged
approach. We first conducted a surface analysis, which involved taking the perspective of a mall
patron and asking the question, "What would we see if we were the customer?" This initial
review focused on the following information sources:

● Google search
○ News articles or blogs written about each mall
○ Google images and maps to assess the general atmosphere of each mall

● Mall websites
○ Store mix (price, service type, essential v. non-essential, etc.)
○ Number of unique attractions (amusement parks, ice skating rinks, etc.)
○ Frequency of community events (concerts, drive-in movies, weekend yoga, etc.)

● Online reviews
○ Google, Yelp, Tripadvisor
○ Star ratings (out of 5)

Following this, we proceeded with an in-depth analysis to investigate specific background
elements of each mall and created two mall directories (see Appendices A and C). Some of the
information that we collected included:

● Historical context
○ Demographics of surrounding area
○ Intention of original building
○ Changes in mall perception over time

● Geographic positioning
○ Ease of access
○ View corridors (visibility)
○ Proximity to major infrastructure and tourist destinations

● Cultural analysis
○ Changes to local culture over time

Successful Mall Factors

We then analyzed our observations from each mall to identify key commonalities. Through this
process, we identified the following five attributes that consistently impacted why a certain mall
was successful or underperforming.

1. Visibility
a. How accessible is the mall?
b. How visible is the mall?

2. Differentiation of experiences
a. Are there activities beyond traditional retail?
b. Are the activities unique compared to other nearby malls?

3. Variety of stores
a. What kinds of stores are present?
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b. Do the stores satisfy a variety of different needs?
c. How many anchor stores are there?

4. Atmosphere
a. Is this an outdoor or indoor mall?
b. What is the surrounding landscaping like?
c. Are there any interesting design elements within the mall?

5. Community Events
a. Are there events that engage the local community?
b. How often are these events held?

Specific examples of these factors at play are shown below:

Characteristics of successful malls:
● High visibility: highway intersections, busy streets, tourist destinations, near regularly

frequented establishments like churches, outdoor retail, convenient location
● Large variety of stores and entertainment: differentiated experience compared to

competitors or online shopping (entertainment, restaurants, essential services, large
discounts or outlets)

● Attractive atmosphere: modern design, clean and well-maintained facilities, updated
website, trendy photo opportunities, convenient parking lot/Curbcierge, effective
management

● Customized community events: yoga, live music, night life, local markets, art exhibits

Characteristics of underperforming malls:
● Low visibility: inconvenient location, limited foot traffic, inaccurate assessment of

demand when building
● Limited variety of stores and entertainment: poor mix of stores (low demand,

homogeneous, out of date), few food/leisure spots, vacancies from anchor stores
● Unappealing atmosphere: few to no amenities, outdated design, safety concerns
● Failure to attract target audience: not catering to the needs of key demographics (limited

community engagement/events, incompatible culture/mood of surrounding environment)
● Failure to differentiate: no specialization, lack of destination appeal (e.g. murals, unique

entertainment offering, green space, etc.)
● Threat of new developments: mall cannibalization, declining foot traffic and sales, loss of

tenants and anchor stores

Scorecard Analysis

We also created two mall scorecards by evaluating each mall on these five factors (see
Appendices B and D). Specifically, we assigned each factor a score from 1 to 5, with 1
representing a poor rating and 5 representing an excellent rating. Within the underperforming
and successful mall scorecards, we then calculated the average score for each factor as well as an
overall score average (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Heat Map of Underperforming and Successful Mall Scorecards

From this, we can see that underperforming malls scored consistently lower in all five areas
compared to successful malls, with atmosphere/experience and community events being the
worst performers. One notable outlier within the underperforming malls, however, was visibility:
four of the five factors above score below 2 whereas visibility scored 2.6 on average. We believe
that this is because visibility is not solely related to the mall itself but also to its geographic
positioning.
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Conclusion

Recommendation

Final Recommendation

Our final recommendation is to redevelop West Oaks Mall into an outdoor mall (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. West Oaks Mall’s Current and Future States

We determined that malls with a high visibility score and a low score for the other four
categories make the best targets for redevelopment. In particular, we concluded that visibility is
the most important attribute since a mall's geographic location and associated view corridors
cannot be easily changed. In contrast, we reasoned that other factors, such as the variety of
stores, atmosphere/experience, differentiation, and community events, were more malleable.
Consequently, when assessing the underperforming malls as potential targets, having a high
score for these factors was not important. Indeed, lower scores in these categories would actually
allow for a cheaper purchase price while maintaining the necessary location attractiveness.

Using this rationale, we examined the scorecard detailed in Appendix D to arrive at three targets
for redevelopment. Specifically, we chose PlazAmericas, West Oaks Mall, and Northwest Mall
as all three malls have a score of 3 for visibility (the highest among underperforming malls) and
lower scores for the remaining categories. From these options, we arrived at our final
recommendation of redeveloping West Oaks Mall into an outdoor mall.

Rationale

West Oaks Mall is a regional shopping mall that began operation in 1984 and is located near the
intersection of the Westpark Tollway and Highway 6 as well as the intersection of I-10 and
Highway 6. Its proximity to two major intersections as well as to George Bush Park, a major
attraction and natural reserve, earned West Oaks Mall a high score for visibility. For the
remaining four categories, we gave the mall a score of 1 since it is almost entirely vacant.
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In the past, West Oaks Mall has suffered from an overreliance on anchor stores that led to a
significant reduction in business. Specifically, the vacancies left by Sears and JCPenney created
a ripple effect onto other stores in the mall, eventually leading to its current near-vacant state.
West Oaks Mall has also struggled during economic downturns, including the Great Recession,
which led to a decline in consumer spending. Additionally, West Oaks Mall’s owners failed to
invest in significant upgrades to maintain the mall’s competitive edge, making it less appealing
as other malls in West Houston were more recently updated.

Because of these shortcomings, we believe that West Oaks Mall is the best option for
redevelopment as it is already well positioned geographically and offers the most growth and
return on investment (ROI) potential. It also has fewer operating stores than the other targets, so
friction with store owners would be minimized. Additionally, West Oaks Mall is located in an
up-and-coming area with suburban development underway and is close to other attractive
venues, such as the Royal Oaks Country Club.

Although we considered PlazAmericas, its previous renovation efforts made it a less attractive
target. Since recent improvements have increased the value of the mall, we believe that the mall’s
potential ROI is lower. In addition, the existence of more stores in PlazAmericas could lead to
greater friction with current store owners if the mall were to be redeveloped. Also, the mall’s
close proximity to neighboring malls and less attractive location overall make it an inferior
choice to West Oaks Mall.

We also considered Northwest Mall, which had the same scores as West Oaks; however, it lacks
an important characteristic: an up-and-coming surrounding neighborhood. A key driver of
Northwest Mall’s underperformance was the declining property value of the surrounding area,
which decreased interest in developing the region. Therefore, we believe Northwest Mall is a less
attractive target than West Oaks Mall.

We recommend transforming West Oaks Mall into an outdoor mall because this would improve
each factor that we considered essential to a mall’s success. First, the redevelopment would allow
for greater accessibility to the mall’s view corridors, improving overall visibility. This in turn
would increase business and attract a diversity of new, more modern store vendors. Regarding
atmosphere and experience, we also concluded from our analysis of successful malls that
incorporating an outdoor environment improves the user experience of a mall. Finally, a green
space and welcoming environment would provide a space and pleasant atmosphere for local
residents to engage in community events.

Implementation

To ensure the success of the West Oaks Mall outdoor mall redevelopment, we propose three
primary initiatives: diversification of stores and entertainment offerings, an educational program
to honor the surrounding area’s history, and incremental development.

First, in accordance with our market research, diversifying offerings within the mall is crucial to
attract customers and to weather the effects of economic downturns. Incorporating a variety of
stores and entertainment options would also create destination appeal to attract visitors from
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other cities. For example, the mall could include a mix of popular chains and local boutiques that
offer women’s, men’s and children’s apparel; sit-down restaurants with outdoor seating, bakeries,
and cafes; essential services such as a post office, clinics, and financial services; health and
beauty services like a spa, a salon, and gym; and family-friendly entertainment options like a
movie theater or arcade.

Second, to acknowledge the history of the region in which West Oaks Mall is situated, we
propose the creation of an educational program within the mall. Specifically, we recommend
building a flood-themed museum due to the mall’s proximity to Barker Reservoir. Along with
Addicks Reservoir, Barker Reservoir was originally created to hold water during large rainfall
events, reducing the flow of water into Buffalo Bayou and preventing flooding along the bayou.
During Hurricane Harvey, the water levels inside of these reservoirs rose significantly, so to
minimize upstream flooding and overflowing, water was released at a controlled rate from these
reservoirs which caused flooding in downstream neighborhoods. We believe highlighting the
history of this flood-prone area will not only engage the local community, but also create a
differentiation factor that attracts visitors from the Houston area and beyond.

Finally, we recommend pursuing this redevelopment project in stages with regular evaluations to
ensure the mall’s success. Unlike traditional indoor malls, an outdoor mall concept would allow
for modular expansion without store vacancies to overwhelm the atmosphere. Thus, we advise
beginning small-scale with a limited variety of retail and dining options as well as essential
services before adding other luxury goods and specialty stores.

Risks & Mitigation

The primary risks that this redevelopment project faces are mall cannibalization, lack of
stakeholder support, rebranding, and volatile economic conditions.

First, West Oaks Mall could be a target for mall cannibalization since it is located between
Memorial and Katy. If nearby malls were remodeled or if new malls were established in West
Oaks Mall’s vicinity, customers may opt for these competing retail centers. However, as West
Oaks Mall would be an outdoor concept with curated entertainment and retail offerings, it would
provide a unique atmosphere and purpose compared to other traditional malls, which would give
it a competitve advantage. Nonetheless, regular investments to update the mall should still be
considered. In addition, compared to the other underperforming malls that we considered, West
Oaks Mall is located relatively far from competing malls, which would mitigate this risk of mall
cannibalization.

Another risk is lack of stakeholder support, chiefly from mall management, developers, current
store operators, and the local community. Mall management and developers would be
incentivized by future ROI, but it would be important to consider that they would not make a
profit during the construction period and thus face the most risk. Current store owners who
operate within West Oaks Mall would lose out on sales during the construction period and may
also lose their storefront after the redevelopment finishes. However, few stores remain in West
Oaks Mall since many prior tenants have either moved away or shut down their storefronts.
Local residents represent another large stakeholder, so engaging the surrounding community
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would be critical. Nonetheless, ESG concerns must be top of mind for developers, and if done
properly community interaction could create a differentiation factor that attracts more customers.
Thus, we propose either surveying local residents or conducting a town hall to foster community
buy-in and mitigate the risk of public discontent. Furthermore, this would lead to a higher ROI
beyond purely financial terms, as this would positively affect the lives of local residents and
improve the local economy for years to come.

Third, the rebranding of West Oaks Mall remains a challenge as it has been declining for years.
Thus, in order to attract new patrons, public sentiment surrounding the mall must improve; this
could be addressed by a name change similar to CityCentre’s rebranding from Town & Country
Mall. We also propose highlighting the unique characteristics of the mall, specifically that it
would be an outdoor mall located right next to George Bush Park and Barker Reservoir.
Leveraging this connection to nature, the mall could serve as the center of a thriving ecosystem
where visitors can connect with the environment while also enjoying exciting retail and dining
experiences.

Finally, the risk of economic volatility always exists, whether in the short- or long-term. To
combat this, we advise diversifying the mix of stores and essential businesses since services
offered by post offices, doctors’ offices, and banks will always be in demand regardless of the
current economic state.

Next Steps

We recommend that the WHA take the following next steps:

1. Determine the purchase price of West Oaks Mall: In order to assess the feasibility of
this project, we would need to determine the purchase price of the mall.

2. Survey key stakeholders in the local community: To mitigate the risk of stakeholder
conflict, we recommend surveying local residents to determine the optimal way to
involve the community in the redevelopment effort.

3. Develop a concept design for the outdoor mall: The landscape and appearance of the
mall are crucial to attract visitors and create an enjoyable shopping experience, so we
recommend working with an architect to design the layout and appearance of the mall
while seamlessly integrating the outdoor aspects into the mall design.

4. Create a budget proposal for the redevelopment project: Considering the proposed
design and purchase price of the mall, a budget proposal should be created to estimate the
project costs.

5. Calculate the return on investment (ROI): After calculating the approximate costs for
the project, research must be conducted to estimate the expected profit once the mall
reopens. This should be used to understand the potential ROI and feasibility of the
redevelopment, and mall management and developers should use this figure to decide
how to best proceed.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Successful Mall Directory
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PDF Version
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Appendix B: Successful Mall Scorecard and Rationale
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PDF Version
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Appendix C: Underperforming Mall Directory

PDF Version
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Appendix D: Underperforming Mall Scorecard and Rationale

PDF Version
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Appendix E: Harris County Demographics

Population 4,728,030

Political Affiliation 42.70% Republican, 55.96% Democrat

Work Force Percentage 67.4%

Percent of Housing Occupied 54.9%

Median Value of Occupied Housing $201,200

Households 1,658,503

Persons Per Household 2.81

Percent of People with Bachelors Degree or
Higher

32.5%

Total Retail Sales $70,018,544,000

Median Household Income $65,788

Total Retail Sales Per Capita $15,039

Poverty Percent 16.4%
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Appendix F: Fort Bend County Demographics

Population 858,527

Political Affiliation 44.01% Republican, 54.57% Democrat

Work Force Percentage 67%

Percent of Housing Occupied 77.6%

Median Value of Occupied Housing $287,500

Households 256,106

Persons Per Household 3.09

Percent of People with Bachelors Degree or
Higher

48.1%

Total Retail Sales $9,259,683,000

Median Household Income $102,590

Total Retail Sales Per Capita $12,053

Poverty Percent 7.2%
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Appendix G: Waller County Demographics

Population 59,781

Political Affiliation 62.73% Republican, 36.03% Democrat

Work Force Percentage 60.1%

Percent of Housing Occupied 71.7%

Median Value of Occupied Housing $241,700

Households 17,286

Persons Per Household 2.86

Percent of People with Bachelors Degree or
Higher

25.2%

Total Retail Sales $532,934,000

Median Household Income $65,379

Total Retail Sales Per Capita $10,301

Poverty Percent 13.6%
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Appendix H: West Houston Mall Map

Underperforming Malls
Successful Malls
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